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PLANNING AND PLANTING A CITRUS GROVE
By DAVID W. HULET, '25

Future Production of the Citrus Grove Will be Proportional to the

Selection of Stock and Site, Preparation of Soil, and
Care of Young Trees

� -IE two important factors to

'-' consider in the selection of an

orchard site are topography
and soil. If the topography is

desirable the sight will be so

located as to give the greatest
possible

_

freedom from killing frosts.
Elevations which permit the cold air
to be drained off into lower areas give
best results. In Arizona, the Yuma
Mesa and the foothill slopes of the

Salt River Valley are well adapted to

citrus growing. While some citrus

plantings have given satisfaction
without being so well situated, they
are exceptional and cannot be con

sidered in selecting a site for a com

mercial citrus planting.
The soil should be at least five or

six feet deep, and should not contain
alkali in injurious amounts. Soil

borings should be made at intervals to

determine if the subsoil, as well as

the surface soil, is of the right kind.
Shallow and impervious soils are not

suitable for orchard purposes. A

large feeding area is essential if the
roots are to support and maintain a

normal, bearing citrus tree; and a

deep rooted tree usually means a

longer lived and thriftier tree.

Before planting, the land should be

carefully leveled and, graded. The

grade should be such that when ir

rigating the water will run down the
rows evenly giving as nearly as

possible an equal distribution of
water to all of the trees without wash

ing the soil. Pools of water as well
as dry spots should be avoided.

There are a number of irrigation
systems that are giving satisfaction.
Concrete-lined ditches; unlined, open
ditches; and cement pipe lines are in

use. Unlined open ditches are un

satisfactory on sandy soils. Each
orchardist should study his own con

ditions to discover the type of irriga
tion system best adopted to his needs
and financial ability to construct. It

should be large enough so that the

orchard can be irrigated economically.
In laying out the orchard the square

method is usually considered to be
the best. It offers the advantage of
cultivation both ways, in the growing
of cover crops in the grove, and in

PLANTING AN OPEN-ROOTED TREK NOTICE WATER READY TO BE TURNED IN

AROUND TREK

irrigation. Valencia oranges, lemons,
and grapefruit are usually planted 24

by 24 feet apart; Naval oranges, 22

by 22 feet apart; tangerines, 20 by
20 feet apart. If the trees are plant
ed 24 by 24 feet apart there will be
76 trees to the acre; if 22 by 22 feet

there will be 90 trees to the acre; if
20 by 20 feet apart there will be 108
trees to the acre. A surveyor may be

employed to set the stakes which
mark the points where the trees are

to stand if the tract is large. But
for small blocks of a few acres a

strong wire as long as the tract, with
soldered buttons marking the plant
ing distance, may be used. First,
square the corners of the area to be

planted, and place a stake at each
of the four corners. Second, stretch
the wire along two opposite sides of
the field and set a stake at each but
ton. This will mark the outside tree

rows. Third, complete the staking
by stretching the wire crosswise of
the field, beginning at one end and

carrying it from one pair of stakes

to another. Place a stake at every

point to be occupied by a tree, as

will be indicated by the soldered but
tons on the wire.

In selecting the young trees both
the stocks and the buds must be con

sidered. The common sour orange
stocks have given most satisfaction
in Arizona. This stock has the ad

vantage of being resistant to gum

diseases, and is well adapted to grape
fruit and standard orange varieties.
It is of utmost importance that the
budwood from which the tree is to

grow be selected from high-producing
trees.

Many nurseries are now offering
pedigreed budwood for sale, which
comes from trees that are known to

be heavy producers of high quality
fruit. This practice marks a big ad
vance from the time when "buds were

buds" and came from any tree of the

variety. The grower should certain

ly be willing to pay the small extra

cost for budwood when it will insure

high production and good quality of
fruit.
The stock should be budded at a

point which will be about 8 to 12

inches above the ground when the

young tree is set out. Healthy, two
year-old trees have proved to be more

generally satisfactory in Arizona
than have younger ones. However,
vigorous one-year-old trees with the

caliper of one-half inch or more are

much preferred to two-year-old trees

of uncertain vigor.
The young trees are received from

the nursery with balled or open roots.

The balled tree has the advantage in

that the fiberous roots are preserved.
This aids in securing a perfect stand
in the orchard. The open-rooted tree

is much cheaper. The roots of both
kinds of trees must be kept moist all
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the time, and should never be exposed
to the sun.

The best time for planting in Ari
zona is from the middle of March to

the middle of May. For planting the

tree, a planting board is essential if
the trees are to be kept in alignment.
The board is made from 1 by 4-inch
material 6 feet long, with a shoulder
at each end and a "V" notch in the
center. The "V" notch is placed to

the tree stake and small stakes are

driven at each shoulder at the ends

of the board. These stakes must not

be disturbed until after the trees are

planted. The tree hole should be dug
where the tree stake was driven. The
holes should be about 20 inches wide
and 18 inches deep. Before starting
to plant, irrigation furrows should be
made from 2 to 3 feet from the tree

holes, and water should be available.
The young trees should be on some

light vehicle that can be pulled from
one tree hole to the next as the plant
ing progresses. All the time the tree

roots must be kept moist and well

protected. Two men should do the

planting, one to hold the tree in the
notch of the planting board and

straighten the roots, and the other
to shovel in the soil. The soil should

drop loosley into the hole and be

packed with the hand, but not tamped
into the hole. No fertilizer should be

placed at the roots of the open-rooted
trees.

After filling the hole to the level of
the ground, -

a basin should be made
about three feet across. Turn the

BALLED TREE IN PROCESS OF BEING
PLANTED. NOTE SOIL BETWEEN BALL

AND BURLAP COVER

THE YOUNG TREE AFTER PLANTING

water into the basin completely filling
it and soaking the soil around the

tree. As a final step in planting,
whitewash the trunk and branches,
and place a wrapper around the
trunk. No prunning should be done
at the time of planting.
In planting balled trees the balls

should be kept moist and the tree

should be handled by the ball instead
of by the tree itself. These trees

may be whitewashed before bring
ing them to the field, it will save

time. After the tree is placed in the

hole the sacking around the ball is
loosened and pressed down around the
bottom to keep it out of the way.
Pack the soil around the ball contain

ing the roots, and make a basin in

which the water should be turned to

soak and settle the soil.
The trees will need to be watched to

see that they retain their positions,
and that the ball does not dry out.
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FORD PARTS
LOTS OF THEM

WE OFFER a complete line of
Ford parts at Ford prices or

less.

We offer a fifteen hour a day
service, seven days a week on

these parts.

The Big Red Service Station
6th and Broadway

SO. ARIZONA MOTOR CO.
OPEN UNTIL 10 P. M.

'Everything for the Ranch"

Specials for Spring
GARDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS
GARDEN SEEDS

PERFECTION OIL STOVES
PHONE 153

Farmers' Supply
DICK RONSTADT, Prop.

119 W. Congress Tucson

VICTROLAS and RECORDS

PIANOS and
PLAYER PIANOS

BAND and ORCHESTRA
INSTRUMENTS

138 E. CONGRESS

R!:RQ�'t�iQ���
Flumes, Gutters,:SiIos,Roofing, Siding,Etc.
Apollo-KeystoneCopper Steel galvanizedgives ���funequaled service, above or below the ground..
ApOLLO is the highest qualitygalvanized product manufactured. When
Copper Steel is used it assures maximum rust-resistance. Time and
weather prove it lasts longest. Sold by weight by leading dealers. KEY
STONEquality isalso unequaled forRooftngTin Plates. Send for booklets.
AMERICAN SHEETAND TIN PLATE COMPANY,Pittsburgh, Pa.


